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Contact Us
To get in touch with Student Healthcare Action Network:
Visit us online at http://www.studenthealthcareaction.org/
OR
Email us at Studenthealthcareactionnetwork@gmail.com

Helpful words (aka glossary)
Direct Action: A form of protest that is outside the traditional forms of political
representation. Things other than letter writing, phone calling, petitions, etc.
Messaging: The way you explain an action, strategy or campaign to an audience or target
in order to most effectively work towards your goal. Different audiences will be reached
effectively through different messages, which means using different tones, terminology,
stories, and ways of representing yourself. Note: this does not mean you ought to have
contradictory or disingenuous messages. All your messaging should cohere with your
group’s goals and beliefs.
Note-taker: The person who takes notes during meetings.
Scribe: The person who writes on a chalk board/white board, if there is one, during
brainstorming and meetings.
Strategy: The long term plan for your movement or organization. The road guide that
includes your eventual goal as well as the steps that will allow you to reach that goal
Tactic: The individual steps in a strategy that moves you closer to your goal. Tactics can
include actions, community meetings, publication of pamphlets, etc.
Timekeeper: The person who keeps an eye on the clock and reminds the facilitator to
stay on schedule.

Section One: Introduction to Student Healthcare Action Network
What is the Student Healthcare Action Network?
The Student Healthcare Action Network works to create a just system of healthcare in the
United States that meets the basic needs of all people. We find that Single Payer
Universal Healthcare, a universal Medicare system, best achieves this goal. Using the
methods of non-violent direct action, our individual chapters carry out their own actions
and coordinate large-scale events with other chapters.
We believe that affordable access to quality healthcare is a right, and that the current
healthcare system in the United States violates the human rights of the American people.
We see a broken system that prioritizes profits for health insurance companies over
healthcare for patients. Insurance companies that principally strive to pay dividends to
shareholders are expected to reject claims, refuse coverage to those most in need of care,
and charge as much as possible. Just because it can be expected does not mean it should
be tolerated. Private health insurance companies have demonstrated their failure to meet
the healthcare needs of this country. Blind reliance on the open market to bring
healthcare to all cannot be justified despite the best effort of insurance companies and the
elected officials they lobby to prove otherwise.
What is Single Payer Universal Healthcare?
Single Payer Universal Healthcare is a system of health insurance in which a single entity
(the government) pays for the basic healthcare needs of all people in the United States.
This has the advantage of eliminating the massive administrative systems in hospitals and
doctors offices which file complicated insurance claims, and ending the expensive and
deadly business of rejecting those claims. Medicare and Medicaid already work in this
way, but are more expensive to manage because the people enrolled in these programs
are more likely to have high healthcare expenses. By pooling all healthcare recipients, the
costs are shared by everyone and the system becomes more affordable.
What is Non-violent Direct Action?
Non-violent direct action, also called “People Power,” is a method of political struggle. It
is based on the understanding that oppressors everywhere use silent cooperation as their
greatest weapon, and political movements have their greatest strength in the ability to
refuse to cooperate with injustice. The ‘direct’ in non-violent direct action refers to the
reliance on more "active" struggle rather than forms of struggle that involve asking things
of representatives as is done in electoral politics such as lobbying, petitioning and
negotiating. Non-Violent Direct Action has been understood in many ways throughout
history, including debates over what constitutes non-violence and what constitutes the
"non-traditional" sphere of politics. We feel that it is to the benefit of social movements
to leave these debates open, have space for dissent and disagreement, and entitle
individuals and groups to make their own decisions and take responsibility for how they
understand Non-Violent Direct Action. For more on "NVDA" see section 4.
Why Students?
* We are impacted. Students and young people are disproportionately uncovered by
the current health insurance system in the United States. People between 19 and 34 years

old make up 1/3 of uninsured people.
* We are needed. Despite the dire situation of students and young people, students are
not a large part of the movement for a humane healthcare system in the United States.
Direct action is also missing from the scene. We think it’s time for both.
* Students can organize. College campuses and high schools provide ready-made
communities for activism and action. Students have historically played vital roles in
countless struggles.
* Students can be active. The same environments that promote intense study and
passionate partying can promote radical political action. Youth is an advantage in highenergy, high-creativity organizations such as the Student Healthcare Action Network.
Organizational Structure
The Student Healthcare Action Network is made up of autonomous chapters on college
and university campuses nationwide. Chapters plan and carry out their own actions, and
also coordinate actions with other chapters and organizations. Each chapter determines its
own organizational structure and tactics. However, all groups work together within the
same strategic framework to achieve a shared long-term goal. SHAN encourages
organizational structures that disperse leadership as much as possible and make each
member feel like they have a say in what happens within the group.
Chapters are connected through our website and also maintain personal contacts with
other chapters.
How do my group or I become a part of SHAN?
Set up a chapter, join an existing one, or participate in our actions. Visit our website at
studenthealthcareaction.org and email us at studenthealthcareactionnetwork@gmail.com
to find out more. We need action participants, planners, organizers, thinkers, researchers,
outreach people, spokespeople, task-doers and good listeners.

Section Two: Organizing a SHAN Chapter
Forming a group and connecting with the network
When building a new organization it is often helpful to begin by assembling a “core” of
students who can help move the group through its infancy until it is holding regular
meetings and has a (somewhat) regular membership. People become “core” members for
any number of reasons, though they tend to be either folks with previous experience
organizing who want to see the new organization succeed, or folks who are particularly
passionate about the mission of the new group and willing to dedicate time and energy to
building it. A core group usually advertises the first open meetings, decides a preliminary
mission for the group, and facilitates the first few meetings until new members are able to
begin taking on more tasks and responsibilities. It is important to make the process of
forming a group as open and accessible as possible to the student body. However, since
the first steps of creating a new group often require a large investment of time and can
seem uninteresting or alienating to people who might otherwise care about the group’s
mission, forming a core group of people is not done by advertising widely for any
interested parties. Often finding core members can be done by word of mouth, or with
dedicated friends, or with people you’ve organized with before. Keep in mind that since
the core group of organization-builders usually defines the initial purpose and direction of
the group, they also wield a large amount of authority in the early stages of organizing. If
the group is to remain democratic, core members should be thinking about how to
encourage new members to voice their opinions (especially dissenting ones!) and take
new responsibilities. It is also important for core members to think about and plan how to
disperse their responsibilities and power to the rest of the group.
Bringing in the first members and establishing structures
Planning meetings are generally the first meetings widely advertised to the general
campus population and are often used to make and go over ground rules for the group. It
is a good time to discuss decision-making, get a better definition of the group’s mission,
and to teach some basics of the different roles in the group such as facilitator, note-taker,
scribe, etc., (these are discussed in more detail in Section Three under the facilitation subheading). The authors of this packet prefer “modified consensus” as a method of
decision-making. Consensus means that everyone in the group must agree with
everything that happens. Modified consensus means that everyone recognizes that
consensus is the goal, however, it is often very difficult to please everyone 100% of the
time. Knowing this members agree to make compromises when necessary and to try and
go along with what most people agree on unless someone feels very strongly that it is not
the right thing to do. For more information this type of decision making check out
http://seedsforchange.org.uk/free/consens
Not all chapters have to use this method, the most important thing in choosing how to
make decisions is that it fits your group well. One way to determine what fits your group
best is to take a meeting to brainstorm a number of different possible ways to organize
the group and then to list pros and cons of each method before coming to a decision about
how you want to operate. Though trying to collectively define the mission of a group can
be difficult and sometimes leads to conflict, it can be a good to learn where members are
coming from. Going around and talking about what people want to get out of working in
the group can be important, build a stronger sense of community. It is also a useful way

to start learning about the skills and limitations of each member. If there are large
differences in what people want to get out of the group, it is helpful to agree to some
general principles that do unify everyone present.
Recruitment
Recruiting is a process that can be done in a number of ways, and is of varying
importance at different moments in the life of an organization. It is particularly important
after the initial stages of organizing a core. Now you want a bunch of new members to
help with organizing actions and events, to help think about the issue strategically, and to
let people in on the fun!
At colleges and universities sometimes the most obvious way to recruit is at activities
fairs designed specifically for getting people involved in campus groups. It is also good
to host your own events that are specifically for recruiting members, or serve the function
of recruiting members in addition to other goals. Educational events about your issue,
with a brief explanation of the group’s mission and how you can get involved are good
starting points (i.e., film-screenings, teach-ins, parties or theatrical events, bringing
speakers, etc.).
If you are holding an action with a separate intention (like staging a protest in front of
an insurance company), be sure to have information available for passers-bys who might
want to learn more about your group. There is no “right” number of people to recruit, but
it is important to get a sense of when you are able to grow. If your chapter is having some
difficulties getting organized, it might not be the best time to try and bring people in.
Also, keep in mind that even though it is pivotal for a direct action group to be growing a
community of supporters and activists, this does not mean that you need to get anxious
about always "recruiting" more people to show up to meetings. If your chapter holds a
great event, for example, this does not necessarily mean you will have five new people
organizing with you next week. It may, however, mean that 5 people will have something
to say over Thanksgiving dinner about healthcare reform, or that 5 people will come by
your next event. It will help to think about the broader impact of your chapter if you
recognize the different roles people can fill and how you can "recruit" people for each of
these roles. You may want to set goals for having a certain number of regular meeting
attendees, (say 15) and a different number of people you can count on to show up to your
events, (say 50). All levels of participation are important, the focus should not only be on
meeting attendance.
How to create a budget
Creating a budget is important if you intend to get general funding through grants, or if
you want to fundraise towards a specific goal (like bringing a speaker or outside trainer).
Its generally as simple as taking some time to break down all the various costs, including
“hidden” costs of a goal and then collecting or estimating their price. For example, if you
want to fully fund producing a glossy flier, you may have to call the local printing
company, ask for a quote for 300 fliers, and then calculate the costs of either delivery or
driving to the company to pick them up. When writing a budget it is good to actually
imagine each and every step of what you are budgeting to make sure that no "extra" costs
pop up when it comes down to actually paying for the thing. It is often good to
overestimate, especially since many funding organizations will negotiate down the

amount of funding they are willing to offer anyway. If you are applying for a grant,
make sure you have a good idea of what sort of organization the group offering the grant
is looking for so you can tailor your application for them. And remember: funding can
have an impact on your liberty to organize! Be sure you are aware of any conditions that
come along with the funding you are applying for.
Strategy Planning
Once you have a group of members and have established your organizational structure
it is time to do some strategic planning. Strategy planning creates a road map to follow
when creating actions. Knowing what your goals are, both long term and short term,
serves as check system. Every time you design an action think about how it relates to
your strategy.
The Midwest Strategy Chart is one tool many direct action groups use to get some
context for the campaign they intend to run. It is a particularly good exercise to use early
on in the evolution of a campaign since it helps members who have not run strategic
campaigns before get an idea of how to start thinking strategically, how to get the “bigpicture” for their issue and how to understand your group’s role in winning the goals you
want. Basically, the chart is a brainstormed list of key elements relevant to your
campaign, broken down into 5 categories: Goals, Organizational Considerations,
Opponents/Allies/Constituents, Targets and Tactics. A diagram of the chart can be found
at http://www.thomasmertoncenter.org/Strategic%20Planning/MWA_strategy-chart.pdf
and is also included in the appendix. It is not essential that your chapter fill out this chart
in the course of developing a campaign, but it certainly is helpful. If you opt not to use
the Midwest Strategy Chart, we definitely recommend finding some other concerted way
of talking about strategy and campaign goals, so that your plan is clear and your group is
all on the same page. If you do decide to use the Midwest Chart, it helps to take a full
meeting, or to call for a separate day from your regular meetings to all get together and
have a good time really brainstorming to make the chart thorough. Make sure that all the
categories are clear to the members present and try to let the brainstorm session be an
opportunity to think freely and discuss, rather than criticize, people’s ideas. Make sure to
have fun when you list tactics. The more creative, the better.
Holding events
Holding good events is key to having a strong organization. Events not only serve their
role in the overall strategy of your campaign--they also give members a sense of
accomplishment, build leadership and the skills of those involved in the organization, and
help to grow and cohere the organization. Though these benefits often come “for free”
with a good action, it is very important that you have a clear conception of why you are
holding an event, and what your specific goals for it are. For instance, though it is good to
want to “generally” educate people about your issue (when hosting a film screening or
bringing a speaker, e.g.), it is better to have a clear sense of how educating your particular
audience fits into your overall strategy. Maybe at this event you have a goal of getting 50
audience members to sign up on your email list, or getting 10 people to come to your
rally next Tuesday, etc. Sometimes your event goals will be somewhat indirect relative
to your larger campaign goals, which is fine. However, be sure you do not find yourself
justifying running the same sorts of events over and over again simply because they are

familiar and you have gotten good at running them. It is important to be serious with
yourself about the value of your events.
Once you have an idea of why and what you want, you can use that as a guideline for
figuring out just what sort of event fits your goals best. In general, let your goals
determine your events, and not vice versa. Holding the event itself has a few basic
elements: preparing, advertising, and running the event. This means making sure you
have enough time for everything you intend to do. There are few things more stressful
than hosting a hastily planned and poorly prepared event. Think beforehand about how
long it will take you to, e.g., produce materials, reserve space, print fliers, post
advertisements, set up the space on the day of the event, find a speaker, invite people,
alert local media, etc. After you have held your action, it is useful to debrief with the
group about how it went, what could have gone better, what people enjoyed and what
people learned that they can do better next time. A really good and productive debriefing
session can make even the most poorly run events useful to the group.
The Realities of Direct Action
Direct action, because it can have such powerful effects politically and strategically, is
also a potentially volatile mode of political action. For this reason it is important that
before holding any direct actions all participants have a clear idea of what the action
entails and how it fits into the larger campaign struggle. This means that all parts of the
direct action should be accounted for before the action takes place so that you can
maximize the action's effect and minimize the chance of unpredicted or unwanted
outcomes. You will want to answer a number of questions before the action takes place,
including: Why are we holding this particular direct action? Is our target a logical target
to choose for our action, e.g., is it more valuable to sit-in on the lawn of a local doctor, or
to sit-in in the lobby of a health insurance company? What message do we want to get
across with this action? What kind of risks does this action entail?
For more details on action planning refer to section four.
Getting Connected
It isn’t difficult to get connected with other chapters, so once you know you want to get
moving with SHAN, send an email to studenthealthcareactionnetwork@gmail.com to let
us know where you are! There are students who can give you a hand starting and building
your chapter, and are more than eager to share experience, skills and information. There
are also resources available at www.studenthealthcareaction.org.

Section Three: Group Dynamics
Facilitating meetings
Facilitation is a role taken on usually by one or two members of your group, and
generally cycles through members of the group each week, so there never is one "set"
facilitator. The authors of this packet use the "rotating roles" model for a number of
reasons which it might be worth stating here: cycling through responsibilities and
adopting different roles at different times (1) deepens and broadens the skills of each
individual member as they practice taking on different roles, (2) increases the number of
members able to take on responsibilities over time, which means that new members are
getting more experience and increasing their personal investment and commitment to the
group, (3) keeps responsibilities democratic by having "powerful" roles (like Facilitator)
pass in and then out of people's hands, (4) makes the group more stable by making it
unnecessary to rely on any single member (in groups with set roles, someone being sick
can throw the group into disarray) and (5) familiarizes people with the concept of "roleplaying," which is a key skill for organizers to be developing and understanding.
Back to Facilitators: Their responsibility is to help the meeting run smoothly, move
through all the items on that week's agenda, motivate healthy debate and criticism, and
keep all decision-making democratic and fair. Since many times meetings will only
require a facilitator and a note-taker as formal "roles," the facilitator has a fairly
important function in how well the meetings go. Following are aspects of meetings that it
may be a facilitator's responsibility to handle. Actual responsibilities will vary from
meeting to meeting, so this sketch serves mostly to illustrate the way in which a person
facilitates.
Agenda: Before the meeting (preferably more than a day in advance) the facilitator has
sent out a list of agenda items: important topics that they expect to discuss at the
upcoming meeting, gleaned from what members said at the previous meeting or solicited
through email, conversations, etc. Along with the agenda is a request for any last
additions. If an agenda was not sent out beforehand, this means that the facilitator, at the
very beginning of the meeting, asks the group for a list of agenda items, uses their own
intuition about how to order them by priority and then asks for corrections or suggestions
about the order. Generally "announcements" will come at the top or bottom of the
agenda, though typically they are used to ease people into the meeting and therefore
come at the top.
Assigning roles: If there are any roles to be assigned (note-taker, time-keeper, scribe)
the facilitator may call for volunteers at the beginning of the meeting, though they may
also find it easier if the facilitator of the previous meeting already assigned those roles. It
is a good idea for a facilitator, at the end of the meeting, to call for note-takers,
facilitators, etc. for the next meeting.
Starting the Meeting: When all group members have arrived, the facilitator can call the
meeting to order, ask everyone to stop side conversations and focus on the meeting at
hand. If a number of people are late, sometimes a facilitator will announce that they are
going to "start in 5 minutes," or they may solicit agenda items, assign roles, or (possibly)
hear announcements while they wait for late members to arrive.
Ice-breakers: Ice-breakers are games, stories, or facilitated conversations that can often
be helpful to get a group of people focused, to build trust between members who already
know one another, or to relieve some tension among members who are new or strangers

to one another. Facilitators often use them at the beginning of the meeting and select icebreakers that most fit the needs of that specific meeting (that is, an ice-breaker for the
first meeting of a new group will usually be different from an ice-breaker before a serious
strategy session). A list of ice breakers is included in the appendix.
Moving Through the Agenda: The real substance of what the Facilitator does comes out
when they start to move through agenda items. For each agenda item, it is the Facilitator's
responsibility to make sure everyone in the group understands the topic under discussion,
to keep the conversation productive and comfortable, to ensure that members stay on
topic, and to know when and how to bring the agenda item to a close. For each item, the
Facilitator will either request that someone explain quickly the item to the rest of the
group, or will explain it themselves. Facilitating a conversation from here becomes a
matter of fine-tuning and sensitivity on the part of the facilitator. A facilitator should not
"over-facilitate" the conversation, and it is often said that the task of the facilitator is to
allow the conversation to develop organically with as little input as possible. Nonetheless,
there are essential things a facilitator should be ready to do when appropriate. These
include: (1) being able to "read" when there is a misunderstanding within the group and
requesting that someone clarify the misunderstanding, (2) asking to hear from members
that have not voiced their opinions, (3) asking that members who have been speaking a
lot take a moment to step back and listen for a while, (4) making requests or suggestions
that keep members focused, on topic, and productive in their comments, (5) deciding (or
asking) if people are ready to make a formal decision about the issue and then move into
a process for making a decision.
While it is true that a facilitator ought to have a gentle touch when they facilitate, and
that their goal is to create a space where conversation happens most organically and
productively, the facilitator should also feel comfortable "playing" their role to move
things along if necessary. This means that the facilitator will sometimes play an
authoritative role, while still remaining open to criticism and suggestion. Sometimes this
is as simple as saying, e.g., "It sounds like the central conflict in this conversation is
between X and Y. Maybe we should talk about that for the next few minutes." Many
facilitators worry about being too strong-handed during a meeting, with the result that
they passively let the conversation roam anywhere and everywhere and nothing gets
done. It may be worth it to experiment with different levels of assertiveness in each
meeting and find the balance of activity and passivity that works best for the group.
Facilitating is a particularly difficult skill but develops quickly, so don't be upset if your
first few times aren't terrific.
Facilitators will sometimes make use of facilitating "tools" when appropriate. Tools are
games, procedures, experiments, activities, etc., and can be used for a variety of reasons.
For example, perhaps the most common facilitation tool is a "go-around." If a topic has
been discussed for a while but it is unclear what the general feeling in the group is, or if a
number of people in the group haven't had a chance to voice their opinions, the facilitator
may ask to go around the circle and have each member of the group give a 30 second
statement about their opinion on the topic. Tools like this can be highly informative, can
relieve tensions in the group and serve to keep the conversation moving. Different
facilitators may know or prefer using different tools, and it's always fun to experiment.
Assigning Tasks and Bringing the Meeting to a Close: The meeting comes to a close
either when you have moved through all the agenda items, or if you have agreed that

remaining items on the agenda can be left aside until the next meeting time, when they
will be put at the top of the agenda. Now that you've had a chance to talk about the
various issues on your agenda, it is likely that there are a number of tasks to be done
before the next week. The facilitator can list off the tasks and call for volunteers to step
up to do them one by one. As facilitator you might want to be aware of people "hogging"
tasks, people who don't step up to take tasks, etc., and make suggestions to allow
inexperienced members to feel comfortable taking tasks upon themselves, or to make
experienced members share responsibilities more. Sometimes it might be helpful to
explain exactly what a certain task entails, so that new members understand and feel
confident taking that task. Sometimes it works to request more than one person work on a
task, especially a pairing of one experienced and one new member, so that new members
feel comfortable and older members are sharing knowledge and responsibility. Be sure
you are sensitive to members who, for one reason or another, are simply unable or
unwilling to take tasks. It is good to be encouraging, but not good to pressure or
intimidate.
Once tasks are all assigned, all that remains is to call for a facilitator, note-taker, etc.
for the next meeting, and to make sure everyone knows when and where the next meeting
will be. If possible, inviting new members to co-facilitate with a more experienced
member is a great way to build leadership and develop skills within the group.
All of the above constitutes one "model" for facilitating a meeting. Individual
facilitators will come up with their own ways of running a meeting that is most
comfortable for them, especially with enough practice. So long as a facilitator is aware of
what the fundamentals of their role are, their facilitating will go fine: that is, keep the
meeting moving, facilitate the decision-making process, encourage participation and
comfort in the group, move through the items on the agenda.
Creating a Group Environment that Supports Everyone
When forming a new organization, especially one that may involve participating in the
political sphere in an unfamiliar and uncomfortable way, it is important to recognize how
member's personal backgrounds may effect their comfort level while participating in
meetings and actions. Because of this, for your group to be sustainable it needs to
promote trust, comfort and sensitivity on the part of all members, for all members. To get
to a place where your group trusts one another, it is primarily necessary that your group
be a place where members do not oppress, alienate, or intimidate one another.
Coming from Different Places
Direct action groups are usually organized with particular political intentions that it is
assumed all members share. However, people in your group will be coming from a
variety of different backgrounds, both personally and politically. It is never appropriate to
make members feel as though their political, religious, ethical or cultural backgrounds are
being disrespected. Often, the more politically radical members of the group can alienate
or intimidate other members of the group by caricaturing their ideologies, or by making
deliberately provocative or extreme statements. Likewise, moderate members can paint
others as "extremists" "ideologues" or childish. Rather than working across political
differences, this serves to isolate political actors, and can have a debilitating effect on
your movement and within your group.

Similarly, joining a direct action group may be a big step for someone who hasn't been
politically engaged in that way before. This means that members may already be outside
of their comfort zones simply by being present for the conversations and actions of the
group. It also means that your group is a place where people anticipate growing and
learning more about the power of organizing and direct action. Keep in mind that a
positive, nurturing and respectful atmosphere in your group can mean the difference
between fostering the personal and political growth of all members, or, on the other hand,
causing disenchantment with political organizing and resentment towards activists.
It is a good idea to discuss personal and political backgrounds upfront so that everyone
can begin to understand where other members are coming from. At the same time, it is
important not to make assumptions on what people's opinions will be because of their
background.
Step up/Step Back
The flow of conversation in your group is very important. During meetings it is
essential that issues be discussed in a way that takes into account all members' opinions,
and that uses conversation as a way of mediating conflict and disagreement to come to
productive and intelligent decisions. If any one member or group of members dominates
conversations, insists on responding to every statement, or discredits the opinions of
others, the atmosphere can become silencing and alienating. This prevents all members
from expressing their views and concerns.
One tool for ensuring that everyone is expressing their views and that no one is
dominating conversation is called "step up/ step back". This means encouraging people
(of any background) who are typically quiet or reserved to "step up" and offer their
opinions; and at the same time encouraging members who speak a great deal, or who
dominate conversations to work on "stepping back" and quietly listening to others for a
while. Both "stepping up" and "stepping back" can be fruitful for members, teaching
them new ways to participate and contribute and making the atmosphere of the group
more inviting and equitable. When using this technique it is important not to call out
individuals and say "so and so needs to step up," or "so and so needs to step down," but
instead remind the whole group to think about whether they should step up or step down.
Sometimes in a really extreme case when an individual continues to dominate
conversations despite reminders to the group you may find it necessary to have a one on
one conversation with that person. Just be careful in that situation not to make the person
feel attacked, also focus on their positive contributions to the group and try to make it a
friendly reminder.
Stereotypical Roles
One pattern many organizers have recognized within their groups is that individuals
are often consistent about taking, or refuse to take, specific responsibilities, and that
frequently this is determined in part by a person's gender, race, class or sexual
orientation. For example, it is not uncommon for men to facilitate, while women are often
asked, or expected, to take notes. Class-privileged members and men also are more likely
to be very active in conversation and highly opinionated during meetings, but neglect to
volunteer for the "nitty gritty" tasks at the end of the meeting. In your group, it is good to
keep an eye on who is taking certain type of roles and responsibilities, and to encourage
people to take on roles they are less familiar with and make sure that everyone has the

chance to fill leadership roles.
Appreciating Input
Members of your group will have different skill-levels and different strengths. This is
to a group's advantage, and it is important to value the input and capacities of each
individual member. Invite members with unique skills (e.g., the ability to set up a
website) to share their skills with others. Also, be prepared to acknowledge and mediate
differences of opinion that arise from different sorts of knowledge. Some members may
have academic or scientific knowledge of the issue or of organizing in general, others
may have more personal knowledge from their own life experiences. Diverse knowledge
makes planning actions more robust and helps a group think of new and inspired sorts of
actions. Appreciate it!
Taking Responsibility
If your group is becoming an unsafe or uncomfortable environment, it is not the
"responsibility" of those feeling marginalized to speak up. Everyone in a group shares
responsibility for making the space healthy and supporting, but it is also particularly
important that people with privilege (men, white folks, straight folks, etc.) make an effort
to identify and acknowledge oppression when it happens. People with privilege can
passively support oppression by remaining silent, or by giving validation to those who are
being oppressive/rude/dominating. For this reason people with privilege need to be active
about changing oppressive cultures inside a group. Acknowledging
domination/oppression within a group does not have to be aggressive or confrontational:
sometimes an honest conversation about oppression issues outside of meeting time can
have a real impact on people who simply "didn't notice" how they were behaving. In
addition, encourage members to educate themselves about sexism, racism, ableism,
classism, etc., or set up times for members to meet and discuss those issues specifically.
Building a comfortable and welcoming group culture means not just fighting
oppression and promoting trust, but also recognizing and appreciating the contributions
of every member, and acknowledging differing risk levels. People who are more likely to
be mistreated by the penal and judicial system because of transphobia, racism, sexism,
homophobia or classism bear greater risks when engaging in civil disobediences or public
demonstration. Not only for this reason, it is important to actively appreciate a variety of
roles in organizing actions and events, and not just to heroize those who risk arrest or
make themselves public targets. Likewise, it is important to recognize the group as a
whole for pulling off any event or action. Actions don't happen without a lot of "behind
the scenes" organizing, and no one wants to keep doing that sort of work if they go
completely unrecognized and unappreciated.
The point of this section is that all of us have different social backgrounds influenced
by our gender, sexual orientation, class and race, that have either encouraged or
discouraged us from speaking our minds and feeling worthy of respect. These
backgrounds may also affect the roles we feel comfortable taking on and the actions we
are comfortable participating in. It is important to be aware of these differences and to
encourage everyone to push themselves out of their comfort zone and grow as organizers
and as people. That said, it is also really important to consciously avoid using stereotypes
to predict people's comfort zones, skill sets, or opinions. Everyone should be able to

decide how much they are willing to push themselves, and feel free to be themselves and
express their views within the group. This sort of environment promotes the trust and
comfort that is necessary to engage in direct action as a group, and that leads to the most
productive and dedicated members. People are not likely to commit to a group they feel
uncomfortable in.

Section Four: In-Depth Action Planning and Strategy
So what is Non-violent Direct Action?
Non-violent direction action is a method of protest made famous by Mahatma Gandhi
and Martin Luther King Jr. It is a strictly and intentionally non-violent method of social
change, involving actions that demand change in ways that are non-harmful to
individuals. Because of its association with Gandhi, who did not believe in violence for
moral reasons, the decision to use NVDA as opposed to other methods, is often assumed
to be a moral, rather than strategic, choice. However, in reality, NVDA has been used by
many groups and individuals with many philosophies, for its strategic, not moral,
superiority.
Nonviolent Direct Action has been used in thousands of movements and campaigns
worldwide, such as the U.S. civil rights movement, Gandhi’s campaign for Indian
independence, the Otpor movement in Yugoslavia against Slobodan Milosevic, and the
anti-Apartheid movement in South America.
Tactics of Nonviolent Direct Action include symbolic acts such as marches and
speeches; non-cooperation such as strikes, boycotts and disobedience to unjust laws; and
nonviolent intervention such as sit-ins, non-violent occupations and reverse strikes. The
methodology of Nonviolent Direct Action promotes and relies on creativity in how
groups carry out actions. The tactics are not used in a random assortment, however, and
tactics work in concert to coerce opponents. Nonviolent Direct Action makes no use of
violence not because it is too “revolutionary”, but because it so often proves less effective
than Nonviolent Direct Action. Violence promotes secrecy and hierarchical leadership to
avoid detection where Nonviolent Direct Action uses the light of day to wage open
struggle. Violence often alienates everyone except the most radical, while Nonviolent
Direct Action allows a broad segment of society to participate, and poses no threat to
human life to avoid antagonizing those who support the cause. That being said, those who
practice Nonviolent Direct Action are often heavily suppressed, but that suppression is
often lighter than on similar violent groups, and suppression is often the catalyst for
renewed action on a greater scale.
What about NVDA and property
Whether NVDA means non-destruction of property is something that is debated by
theorists and activists and is a conclusion that each group much reach for itself. Some
argue that destruction of property is a violent act and is therefore not a form of NVDA,
while others to not come to this conclusion. Regardless of whether it is NVDA,
destruction of property often carries higher risks and can be less strategic because it is
more likely to alienate supporters and the general public and create a rift within the
organization itself. Incidentally, it is important that the "theoretical" stances of your
group be based in experience and action. Your group won't get off the group if you wait
to come up with the perfect action before you do anything. Be thoughtful, be responsible,
LEARN FROM YOUR MISTAKES, but don't let your questions about abstract issues
immobilize the group.
Strategic use of NVDA and tactical choices
Although it is tempting to go straight for very dramatic and large scale actions it is
important to escalate actions in a strategic and selective manner. If you go straight for the

big guns (so to speak) first, it leaves no room for further pressure if you do not get the
expected or desired response. It is more effective to gradually build up pressure. This
both gives activists the tool of the threat, and makes it more difficult for those being
pressured to marginalize the activists. Gradual actions also allow for opportunities to deescalate if things appear to be getting too hot too rapidly without completely retreating.
When beginning your organizing, it is usually easier to hold "symbolic" actions like
protests or street theater; but keep in mind that for most successful social movements the
key has been non-cooperation, which means boycotts, strikes, or sit-in type actions that
impede the flow of everyday life. Think about the possibility of large-scale non-symbolic
actions and how they too fit into your long-term strategy.
As important as making sure escalation is gradual, is making sure it makes sense.
Choose tactics that tell a story and move bystanders or participants to be more invested in
the goals of your organization. People become more invested in the result of the
campaign if they are gradually made to understand the reasons behind it than if they
simply see one radical action demanding the goal of the campaign.
A good historical example of strategic escalation is the Serbian student movement,
Otpor, which brought down the dictator and war criminal Slobodan Milosevic. Otpor
began by spray painting their symbol around the city, holding events that publicly
mocked the dictator but did not require large amounts of public support or involvement
and were low risk. They gained public support through humor and then moved on to hold
large events with more direct political motives. In contrast if they had begun by holding
a large rally directly criticizing Milosevic it is unlikely that they would have been able to
convince the frightened and discouraged public to participate. For more information on
Otpor, which is also a great group to look to for inspiration in coming up with creative
tactics check out: http://www.aforcemorepowerful.org/films/bdd/index.php.
Another good source to look to for ideas on tactics is Gene Sharp, a prominent theorist
of NVDA and its use by social movements. He came up with a list of 198 common
tactics. This list does not include all possible tactics, or all that have been used, but it
offers a good starting point for those considering the options available to them. It also
gives concrete examples of the sorts of things that may be considered NVDA. A list of
the 198 tactics can be found in the appendix of this guide. For more information and
examples of the tactics in practice it may be useful to refer to Sharp’s Waging Nonviolent
Struggle: 20th Century Practice and 21st Century Potential and in volume two of Sharp’s
The Politics of Nonviolent Action (3 vols.).
Planning a Non-violent Direct Action
Once you have decided a tactic that fits into your strategy you have to begin planning
the action. First describe to each other what you want to have happen at the action, once
this is clear carefully craft the message of your action to make sure the point you are
trying to make is clear to observers and to make sure that the action you have decided
actually makes this point. Next make sure to assess the potential risks to participants in
the action. Would it lead to verbal conflict? Arrest? Physical danger? Then check to see
if everyone in the group is comfortable with the risk level. This means that those
participating should be comfortable with the risks, and that everyone in the group is
comfortable with other members taking those risks. It is okay for people to be a little out
of their comfort zone but everyone should be able to express real concerns that they may

have.
Be sure that you allow yourself time to plan an action. A well-planned action will in
general be more effective than a rushed or poorly planned action. In thinking about an
action, first choose a tactic that fits into the broader strategy of your campaign. This
means identifying a purpose or goal you want, and then deciding what sort of action best
fulfils that purpose. For example, if at this point in your campaign you have the goal of
turning public opinion against insurance companies, you might do a particularly visible
action that highlights the injustices of a particular company; petitioning or sending a
delegation to a congressperson to complain about their stances would not fulfill your
goals and thus be non-strategic.
Messaging, Logistics and The Media
The effectiveness of your action is in many ways dependent on how clear your
“messaging” is. This means knowing who your audience is, and how they will “read” or
receive your action. You cannot convince people of your positions if they misunderstand
your action, so clarity is a virtue. Sometimes complicated actions or messages will be less
effective for this reason.
Once you have your action chosen and your messaging plan it is time to move on to
logistics. Figure out everything that needs to be done to make your action happen and to
get your message across. This means planning for props, obtaining or not obtaining
permits, transportation, assembling a group of people, advertising, choosing a meeting
place, reaching out to media, designating action leaders, organizing any trainings or runthroughs your group might need before an action. Some of these logistics require more
strategic choices than others. For instance, when recruiting participants it is important to
think about who you want to participate and how your advertising can be reach that
group.
Media outreach is perhaps the most important and often overlooked logistic. Generally,
unless your action directly affects decision makers, you will be using the media as a
mode of communicating your message. It is usually good to begin making contact with
media sources about a week before an action. First send out press releases about a week
before (sample press release included in appendix). Once you sent out your press releases
call individual reporters to make contact and inform them of the action. To get contact
information for reporters check the masthead of your local media. The masthead lists all
reporters and should list at least an email address and possible other contact information.
It also may be useful to contact any allied groups that have had previous experience with
the press for names of good reporters to talk to. Contact individual reporters a second
time a couple of days before an action to remind them of the time and location and
encourage them to cover it. Building personal relationships with reporters improves your
chances of gaining coverage. Making the work easy for reporters also improves coverage.
Give them a clear message and a hook, something interesting to draw in readers/viewers,
and a headline.
Training and Preparation
A well-trained group is more likely to pull off a successful action than an untrained
one. Training is a way to pass down wisdom from more experienced organizers and
activists to newer ones. Training also prepares action participants for worst and best-case
scenarios, makes it easier for participants to think on the fly, and increases the confidence

of all those involved.
A good training will usually include an informational portion reviewing the step-bystep logistics of what will happen during the action, including possible legal ramifications
and risks, and potential mistakes or unanticipated occurrences. It should also include a
“what if?” section, allowing participants to speculate about possible situations that will
arise and how they would ideally react. It is more than likely that a training will include a
role-playing section. This means that during the training participants will act out different
potential figures in the action to practice:
-interacting with passers-by
-talking to media
-interacting with police/security
-talking to supporters
-talking to antagonists
-talking to employees (if present)
-moving into the location of the action
-performing your action (if it is of a theatrical nature)
-getting arrested/avoiding arrest
Know your Rights - Legal Stuff
Any action you plan will have different legal circumstances. It is really important to
thoroughly research the specific legal situation of each action. Is it lawful to congregate
where you are? Is it lawful to say what you are saying? Are you required to comply with
different police requests, including but not limited to: requests to reveal your name or the
names of your colleagues, requests to disperse?
The National Lawyers Guild website has a useful pamphlet entitled “know your rights”
with basic information http://nlg.org/resources/kyr.php. It also is worthwhile to browse
through http://www.flexyourrights.org/10_Rules and
http://www.knowmyrights.org/kb/publications/. Some laws may vary by state so it is
important to contact local civil rights defense organizations such as the ACLU or
National Lawyers Guild to find out how to obtain specific local information.
It is also a good idea to inform the department of civil affairs, if one exists, if you are
planning an action. Civil affairs officers are trained to deal with protesters and are much
more likely to know your rights and less likely to go outside the bounds of the law.
You should decide beforehand whether you are planning on obtaining a permit for your
action, and it should be clear to everyone in your group the risks involved in not
obtaining a permit for an action. Do not assume that you will not be arrested for
participating in an illegal or unpermitted action. Planning an arrestable action can be
strategic, but only if it is prepared for and everyone involved feels comfortable with the
risks they are assuming.
Just because you have rights doesn’t mean police will respect them. That is why roleplaying scenarios are important to prepare yourself for unexpected or illegal police
actions.

Section Five: Healthcare Case Studies, HC around the World
Lots of great resources exist for boning-up on healthcare models around the world, and
many are in forms that can be made into events. You might, for example, consider
screening the PBS documentary "Sick Around the World" (available in full online at
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/sickaroundtheworld/view/) or Michael Moore's
documentary "Sicko."
The are countless studies on Single-Payer healthcare and it's comparative advantages,
including:
National Economic and Social Rights Initiative's Report that interprets healthcare models
through the lens of human rights
http://www.nesri.org/Single_Payer_Human_Rights_Analysis.pdf
Institute of Health and Socio-Economic Policy submitted a report on the economic
impacts of a Single-Payer system, as compared to hybrid public/private systems
http://www.calnurses.org/research/pdfs/ihsp_sp_economic_study_2009.pdf
Physicians for a National Health Program has a number of resources on Single-Payer,
including a terrific "Frequently Asked Questions" page
http://www.pnhp.org/facts/single-payer-faq

Appendix and Additional Resources
Ice-Breakers
Going to the Moon: (good for new members, helps break tension of awkwardness upon
being around new people)
Everyone is going on a trip to the moon together, and each person is going to contribute
one item of the journey. The first person in a circle has to say their name, and the item
they are taking along with them. The item has to have the same first letter as their name.
For example "I'm Jean and I'm taking the juice." The next person has to first repeat the
name and item of the person before them, and then add their own name and item. Each
subsequent member has to list all of the previous names and their items before they get to
add their own name and item. "Jean is taking the juice, Laura is taking the lamps, Mike is
taking the mints, and I'm Sean and I'm taking the shirts." Continue until the last person
recites everyone else's name.
The Origin of our Names: (good for familiar groups, getting to know each other
personally better, tapping into our histories and experiences. Builds an atmosphere of
intimacy and trust)
Each person goes around and says their full name, and explains (to the best of their
ability) where their name comes from. This can be broadly interpreted and either first,
last or both names can be explained depending on what each person wants to say. For
example "My full name is Steve Joseph Tennyson. My parents named me Steve after my
grandfather, and Joseph because the story of Joseph is their favorite Bible story.
Tennyson comes from England where my family emigrated from in the late 1900's."
"Yes": (good to focus groups about to have a serious discussion about an issue, helps
amplify responsiveness to non-verbal cues and build intimacy)
Members stand in a circle facing inwards. Person 1 is designated to begin by making
solid eye-contact with someone across the circle (they do not have to be directly across
from them). Person 2, the one receiving their eye contact, acknowledges the eye contact
by saying "Yes." Person 1 then begins to walk across the circle to take their spot, at
which point Person 2 makes eye contact with another member across the circle, who
acknowledges by saying "Yes." Person 2 then begins to walk across the circle towards
their spot. If each person is making eye-contact while someone walks to replace them in
their spot, then the circle will be perpetually moving and trading places, one person at a
time. This game can take a while to get the hang of, but is mostly dependent on the
degree of focus in the group. If your group gets very good at it, try nodding instead of
saying "Yes" to acknowledge eye-contact.
Two Truths and Lie: (light-hearted way to build familiarity within a group that already
knows one another a bit)
Each person says two truths and one lie about themselves. Other members have to vote
on which one they think was the lie. The person then reveals which ones were true and
which one was not. All members of the group do this in sequence.
General Name Games: (quick and painless ways to start the meeting, helps remind people
of everyone's names if they are unfamiliar or new to the group)

Members say their names and then answers some question posed by the group. For
example, "Say your name and one thing you are looking forward to this weekend." You
might try making the question pertinent to the meeting or group itself, for example "Say
your name and one thing you enjoyed about last week's meeting."
Sample Press Release
This press release is from an action organized by The Student Healthcare Action
Network, Mobilization for Healthcare for Now, and Philly Healthcare for All.
MEDIA ADVISORY For Oct. 30, 2009

For More Information:
Dani Noble, (267) 968-4622, dnoble1@swarthmore.edu

Jeff Muckensturm, (267) 515-2400, jeff@healthcare-now.org
Students and citizens to participate in sit-in at Independence Blue Cross offices
Sit-in is part of a national mobilization to end insurance abuse and win Medicare for all
What: Sit-in at insurance company office as part of campaign of nonviolent civil disobedience
to end insurance abuse and win truly universal healthcare.
When: 12 pm, Friday, October 30, 2009.
Where: Independence Blue Cross Blue Shield Office, 1901 Market Street, Phila., PA.
Who: Local students, doctors, nurses, teachers and seniors, calling for real reform—Medicare
for all, a single-payer plan, who are fed up with private insurance companies making our
medical decisions.
[Philadelphia] Students and citizens who are angered by our broken healthcare system, which
leaves 47 million uninsured, is part of 60% of all bankruptcies, and causes about 45,000
avoidable deaths each year, will risk arrest at the Independence Blue Cross offices in
Philadelphia on October 30, 2009.
Participants in the sit-in are expected to peacefully assemble and enter the office to deliver a
letter to Blue Cross's CEO, Joseph Frick, listing their grievances and demands:
Independence Blue Cross 1) must agree to cover all doctor-prescribed, life-saving care for
their members and 2) must discontinue all campaign contributions and funding of anti-health
reform lobbying campaigns aimed at preserving the failed employment-based healthcare
system and 3) publically pledge support for a single-payer system.
Demonstrators will not leave until their demands are met, or they are removed by law
enforcement.
The majority of participants risking arrest are undergraduate students with the Student
Healthcare Action Network (SHAN) at Swarthmore College.
“We as students are standing with other concerned citizens and demanding an affordable
system that covers everyone, young and old alike” says Dani Noble, a Swarthmore sophomore
risking arrest on Friday. “As future leaders, we need to step up and protest the inefficient
healthcare system that is bankrupting us and our country.”
"Blue Cross, despite being a 'non-profit,' continues to act like their corrupt for-profit
counterparts," says Jeff Muckensturm. "They play the middle-man in our healthcare by denying
doctor-prescribed care, they pay their CEO a multi-million dollar salary, and they're active in a
lobbying campaign called GetHealthReformRight.org that aims to block any health reform by
spreading misinformation."

"Real healthcare for the public good is Medicare for All, a single-payer system," says Markus
Schlotterbeck, a Swarthmore senior also risking arrest. "Blue Cross has failed in its original
goals of 'serving the public good.'"
The sit-in is part of a national mobilization to end insurance abuse and build support for real
reform—Medicare for all, a single-payer system. This national mobilization involves civil
disobedience at insurance company offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Washington,
DC and other cities. Over 75 people have already been arrested at insurance company office
across the country.
####

Midwest Strategy Chart
A copy of the Midwest Strategy Chart, along with additional organizing and strategy
tools can be found at: http://www.seac.org/resources/online
Spectrum of Allies
Identifying your potential allies and opponents can be a very important step in preparing
a long term strategy. The Spectrum of Allies is a good tool for labeling other groups or
people, and for figuring out the best way to strategically interact with them. This
particular graphic was designed by Movement for a New Society. The original can be
found at http://www.facebook.com/note.php?note_id=26844562555.

The Student Democratic Society also uses a spectrum graphic. I like their
recommendations for how to interact with different groups on the spectrum so have
included that as well. The original can be found at http://www.dc-sds.org/?q=node/73.
Leading Activists - Active Allies: Actively support and nurture, encourage, provide
feedback
Active Allies - Passive Allies: Identify and contact, empower, provide opportunities to
support you
Passive allies - Neutrals: Encourage participation, inform, win over
Neutrals - Passive opponents: Build relationships, don't provoke them in to action
Passive Opponents - Active opponents: Give them opportunities to change their position,
recognize actual needs and fears arouse doubts
Active Opponents - Leading Opponents: Build relationships, soft on person but hard on

the problem, reveal motives
Further Reading
Gene Sharp
Waging Nonviolent Struggle: 20th Century Practice and 21st Century Potential
The Politics of Nonviolent Action (3 vols.).
George Lakey
Strategy for Living Revolution (Grossman Publishers, 1973).
198 Methods of Nonviolent Action
THE METHODS OF NONVIOLENT PROTEST AND PERSUASION
Formal Statements
1. Public Speeches
2. Letters of opposition or support
3. Declarations by organizations and institutions
4. Signed public statements
5. Declarations of indictment and intention
6. Group or mass petitions
Communications with a Wider Audience
7. Slogans, caricatures, and symbols
8. Banners, posters, and displayed communications
9. Leaflets, pamphlets, and books
10. Newspapers and journals
11. Records, radio, and television
12. Skywriting and earth writing
Group Representations
13. Deputations
14. Mock awards
15. Group lobbying
16. Picketing
17. Mock elections
Symbolic Public Acts
18. Displays of flags and symbolic colors
19. Wearing of symbols
20. Prayer and worship
21. Delivering symbolic objects
22. Protest disrobings
23. Destruction of own property
24. Symbolic lights
25. Displays of portraits
26. Paint as protest

27. New signs and names
28. Symbolic sounds
29. Symbolic reclamations
30. Rude gestures
Pressures on Individuals
31. "Haunting" officials
32. Taunting officials
33. Fraternization
34. Vigils
Drama and Music
35. Humorous skits and pranks
36. Performances of plays and music
37. Singing
Processions
38. Marches
39. Parades
40. Religious processions
41. Pilgrimages
42. Motorcades
Honoring the Dead
43. Political mourning
44. Mock funerals
45. Demonstrative funerals
46. Homage at burial places
Public Assemblies
47. Assemblies of protest or support
48. Protest meetings
49. Camouflaged meetings of protest
50. Teach-ins
Withdrawal and Renunciation
51. Walk-outs
52. Silence
53. Renouncing honors
54. Turning one's back
THE METHODS OF SOCIAL NONCOOPERATION
Ostracism of Persons
55. Social boycott
56. Selective social boycott
57. Lysistratic nonaction

58. Excommunication
59. Interdict
Noncooperation with Social Events, Customs, and Institutions
60. Suspension of social and sports activities
61. Boycott of social affairs
62. Student strike
63. Social disobedience
64. Withdrawal from social institutions
Withdrawal from the Social System
65. Stay-at-home
66. Total personal noncooperation
67. "Flight" of workers
68. Sanctuary
69. Collective disappearance
70. Protest emigration (hijrat)
THE METHODS OF ECONOMIC NONCOOPERATION: (1) ECONOMIC
BOYCOTTS
Actions by Consumers
71. Consumers' boycott
72. Nonconsumption of boycotted goods
73. Policy of austerity
74. Rent withholding
75. Refusal to rent
76. National consumers' boycott
77. International consumers' boycott
Action by Workers and Producers
78. Workmen's boycott
79. Producers' boycott
Action by Middlemen
80. Suppliers' and handlers' boycott
Action by Owners and Management
81. Traders' boycott
82. Refusal to let or sell property
83. Lockout
84. Refusal of industrial assistance
85. Merchants' "general strike"
Action by Holders of Financial Resources
86. Withdrawal of bank deposits
87. Refusal to pay fees, dues, and assessments

88. Refusal to pay debts or interest
89. Severance of funds and credit
90. Revenue refusal
91. Refusal of a government's money
Action by Governments
92. Domestic embargo
93. Blacklisting of traders
94. International sellers' embargo
95. International buyers' embargo
96. International trade embargo
THE METHODS OF ECONOMIC NONCOOPERATION: (2)THE STRIKE
Symbolic Strikes
97. Protest strike
98. Quickie walkout (lightning strike)
Agricultural Strikes
99. Peasant strike
100. Farm Workers' strike
Strikes by Special Groups
101. Refusal of impressed labor
102. Prisoners' strike
103. Craft strike
104. Professional strike
Ordinary Industrial Strikes
105. Establishment strike
106. Industry strike
107. Sympathetic strike
Restricted Strikes
108. Detailed strike
109. Bumper strike
110. Slowdown strike
111. Working-to-rule strike
112. Reporting "sick" (sick-in)
113. Strike by resignation
114. Limited strike
115. Selective strike
Multi-Industry Strikes
116. Generalized strike
117. General strike

Combination of Strikes and Economic Closures
118. Hartal
119. Economic shutdown
THE METHODS OF POLITICAL NONCOOPERATION
Rejection of Authority
120. Withholding or withdrawal of allegiance
121. Refusal of public support
122. Literature and speeches advocating resistance
Citizens' Noncooperation with Government
123. Boycott of legislative bodies
124. Boycott of elections
125. Boycott of government employment and positions
126. Boycott of government depts., agencies, and other bodies
127. Withdrawal from government educational institutions
128. Boycott of government-supported organizations
129. Refusal of assistance to enforcement agents
130. Removal of own signs and placemarks
131. Refusal to accept appointed officials
132. Refusal to dissolve existing institutions
Citizens' Alternatives to Obedience
133. Reluctant and slow compliance
134. Nonobedience in absence of direct supervision
135. Popular nonobedience
136. Disguised disobedience
137. Refusal of an assemblage or meeting to disperse
138. Sitdown
139. Noncooperation with conscription and deportation
140. Hiding, escape, and false identities
141. Civil disobedience of "illegitimate" laws
Action by Government Personnel
142. Selective refusal of assistance by government aides
143. Blocking of lines of command and information
144. Stalling and obstruction
145. General administrative noncooperation
146. Judicial noncooperation
147. Deliberate inefficiency and selective noncooperation by enforcement agents
148. Mutiny
Domestic Governmental Action
149. Quasi-legal evasions and delays
150. Noncooperation by constituent governmental units

International Governmental Action
151. Changes in diplomatic and other representations
152. Delay and cancellation of diplomatic events
153. Withholding of diplomatic recognition
154. Severance of diplomatic relations
155. Withdrawal from international organizations
156. Refusal of membership in international bodies
157. Expulsion from international organizations
THE METHODS OF NONVIOLENT INTERVENTION
Psychological Intervention
158. Self-exposure to the elements
159. The fast
a) Fast of moral pressure
b) Hunger strike
c) Satyagrahic fast
160. Reverse trial
161. Nonviolent harassment
Physical Intervention
162. Sit-in
163. Stand-in
164. Ride-in
165. Wade-in
166. Mill-in
167. Pray-in
168. Nonviolent raids
169. Nonviolent air raids
170. Nonviolent invasion
171. Nonviolent interjection
172. Nonviolent obstruction
173. Nonviolent occupation
Social Intervention
174. Establishing new social patterns
175. Overloading of facilities
176. Stall-in
177. Speak-in
178. Guerrilla theater
179. Alternative social institutions
180. Alternative communication system
Economic Intervention
181. Reverse strike
182. Stay-in strike

183. Nonviolent land seizure
184. Defiance of blockades
185. Politically motivated counterfeiting
186. Preclusive purchasing
187. Seizure of assets
188. Dumping
189. Selective patronage
190. Alternative markets
191. Alternative transportation systems
192. Alternative economic institutions
Political Intervention
193. Overloading of administrative systems
194. Disclosing identities of secret agents
195. Seeking imprisonment
196. Civil disobedience of "neutral" laws
197. Work-on without collaboration
198. Dual sovereignty and parallel government

